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Greeted Cards

NEW PHDG6355
Happy Birthday to a dear friend who's old
enough to remember what it was like to go
to the bathroom without a smartphone.

NEW PHDG6354
Quit being younger than me bitch!

NEW PHDG6353
Your perfect job involves taste testing
chocolate, bitching on Twitter and working
from home.
In bed.
Happy Birthday

NEW PHDG6352
At our age we need glasses. Happy
Birthday!

NEW PHDG6351
I removed all the bad food from the house.
It's was delicious.
Happy Birthday

NEW PHDG6350
Lord, grant me the coffee to change things
I can change, and the alcohol to accept the
things I cannot.
Happy Birthday

NEW PHDG6349
It's all fun and games until someone poops
in the tub.
Congratulations!

NEW PHDG6348
Your gift is that I'm your least disappointing
child.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6331
If you're old and wise today you must have
been young and stupid once.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG6330
You don't look a day over fabulous. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6329
It's called fashion. Look it up.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6328
Always buy the bigger bottle on your
birthday. Better safe than sober.

PHDG6327
We drink wine to make people more
interesting.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6326
Nothing fits better than your hand in mine.

PHDG6325
Damn right he put a ring on it.
Congratulations!

PHDG6324
The body is in pretty good shape but there
are some exhaust problems and gas
issues.
Happy Birthday
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PHDG6323
Grief is the price we pay for love.
-Queen Elizabeth II

PHDG6322
Whoever said diamonds are a girls best
friend clearly never had a dog.

PHDG6321
When you catch people looking at you
assume they are taking notes on how to be
awesome.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6320
We go together like drunk and disorderly.
Happy Birthday

phdg6297
Renate Rössing with Camera in Front of the
Nursery Garden of the Belveder Castle, 1950

PHDG6296
I admit it. I love you for your ass. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6295
I abandoned my inner child for my outer bitch.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6294
In wine's defense, we've made some poor life
choices while sober too. Happy Birthday

PHDG6293
As days become years, friends become family.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6292
Life will test you but remember this: When you
climb a mountain your legs get stronger.

PHDG6291
A strong girl looks a challenge in the eye and
gives it a wink. Happy Birthday

PHDG6290
I choose my friends how I like my cocktails…
strong, fabulous and with a twist. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6289
Estancia los Pichos, Chaco, Summer, 1964-65

PHDG6288
Happy Birthday (I was gonna drink anyway.)

PHDG6287
With old age comes new skills… you can laugh,
cough, sneeze and pee all at the same time.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6286
Happy Birthday
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PHDG6266
I'm so glad you swiped right. Happy
Anniversary

PHDG6265
I don't care what day it is human. Everyday
is my day. (happy birthday!)

PHDG6264
Being over 50 means you can never
totally, completely trust a fart. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6242
I'd be much more into your birthday if it
where my birthday.

PHDG6241
Happy Birthday you magnificent creature.

PHDG6240
Best Friends: They know how crazy you
are but still choose to be seen with you in
public. Happy Birthday

PHDG6239
Do! You! Happy Birthday

PHDG6238
Pretending to be mature adults is so
exhausting, that's why we never bother.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6237
Friends are the family you choose. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6236
Sometimes being with your best friend is
all the therapy you need. Happy Birthday

PHDG6235
Chocolate doesn't ask silly questions.
Chocolate understands. Happy Birthday

PHDG6234
Old enough to know better, young enough
to not care. Happy Birthday

PHDG6233
All you need is a great friend and a full
tank of gas. Happy Birthday

PHDG6232
My goal this birthday is to move just
enough so people don't think I'm dead.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6231
The older the grape, the sweeter the wine.
- Janis Joplin

PHDG6230
I don't have a bucket list but my fucket list
is a mile long. Happy Birthday
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PHDG6208
We're not antisocial. We talk a lot behind
people's backs. Happy Birthday

PHDG6207
Old bitches are better than young bitches.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6206
To keep my girlish figure, I do diddly squats.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6205
I use sarcasm at work because slapping
the shit out of someone is frowned upon by
The Federation.

PHDG6204
The only control we really have in life is
how we choose to respond to the ride.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6203
when i get old i don't want people thinking
"what a sweet old Lady".... i want them to
say "oh dam", what's she up to now?!"
Happy Birthday

PHDG6202
You've got me hanging on a sting 'cause I'm
your plaything.

PHDG6201
You're a whole lot of lovely. Happy Birthday

PHDG6200
Finding friends with the same mental
disorder....priceless.

PHDG6199
We are going to be very busy in the afterlife.
The list of people we are going to haunt grows
every day.  Happy Birthday

PHDG6198
Can verbs be made up? I'll tell you one. I
heaven you, so my wings will open wide to
love you boundlessly. - Frida Kahlo    Happy
Birthday

PHDG6174
If you think we're looney now wait till we're
a couple of old broads. Happy Birthday

PHDG6173
I received a birthday card from the funeral
home and I'm not impressed. They only
want me for my body.

PHDG6172
Thank you for rescuing my heart

PHDG6171
I think we'll be friends forever because
we're too lazy to find new friends. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6170
You rock. Happy Birthday
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PHDG6169
Girlfriends are just therapists you can drink
with. Happy Birthday

PHDG6168
ALCOHOL Because no great story ever
started with someone eating a salad.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6167
When something goes array in your life
just yell "Plot Twist" and move on.

PHDG6166
I'll admit you're hot, but i won't blame you
for global warming. Happy Birthday

PHDG6165
Happy Birthday to the only person whose
call I'd pick up.

PHDG6135
As I get older I can sense people dressing
us with their eyes. Happy Birthday!

PHDG6134
Make terrible choices and regret nothing.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6133
We're not alcoholics, but it's not for lack of
trying. Happy Birthday

PHDG6132
At our age "getting lucky" means walking
into a room and remembering what we
came for. Happy Birthday

PHDG6131
We've been friends for so long I can't
remember which one of us is the bad
influence. Happy Birthday!

PHDG6130
Get well… or else.

PHDG6129
My partner. My lover. My friend. Happy
Birthday

PHDG6128
After celebrating your birthday last night I
don't know how you made it back to your
crib.

PHDG6108
GIRL SQUADS KICK ASS. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG6107
A cat is a cat. She has no race, creed or
collar. - Eartha Kitt  Happy Birthday

PHDG6106
That's what life is all about - remembering
someone and smiling! - Minnie Pearl
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PHDG6105
It's Your birthday. Throw on a hat, drink
some coffee, blast some Prince, and roll
with it!

PHDG6104
Drunk in love. Drunk. Just drunk.

PHDG6103
Mind your own biscuits and life will be
gravy. Happy Birthday

PHDG6102
Sexy always hangs together. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG6101
We're too young to be this damn old.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6100
Go jump in a lake. (and have a Happy
Birthday while you're at it.)

PHDG6099
People who love to eat are always the best
people. - Julia Child Happy Birthday

PHDG6098
So long as you have food in your mouth
you have solved all problems for the time
being. - Franz Kafka Happy Birthday

PHDG6097
If I ever let my head down it will be just to
admire my shoes. - Anonymous Happy
Birthday

PHDG6096
Good friends are cheaper than therapy.
Happy Birthday

PHDG6095
A party without a cake is just a meeting. -
Julia Child Happy Birthday!

PHDG6094
Wishing you many blonde moments this
birthday.

PHDG6093
You're not old, you're only 25 plus shipping
and handling. Happy Birthday

PHDG6070
Good friends are like stars. You don't
always see them, but you know they're
always there. Happy Birthday

PHDG6069
This birthday let's get drunk AND go shoe
shopping.

PHDG6068
The secret to the fountain of youth is to
think youthful thoughts. - Josephine Baker
Happy Birthday
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PHDG6067
The older you get the better you get…
unless you are a banana. Happy Birthday.

PHDG6066
Those we love don't go away. They walk
beside us everyday. With deepest
sympathy.

PHDG6065
May memories of the life you shared bring
you gentle comfort. With deepest
sympathy.

PHDG6064
Happy Birthday to someone old enough to
remember what it was like to poop without
a smartphone.

PHDG6063
I tell you, we were put here on Earth to fart
around, and don't let anyone tell you
different. - Kurt Vonnegut    Happy Birthday

PHDG6062
Hey big dog, roar like a dinosaur… it's your
birthday!

PHDG6061
Drama is life with the dull bits cut out. -
Alfred Hitchcock     Happy Birthday

PHDG6060
There are two kinds of people in the world:
you and everyone else. Happy Birthday!

PHDG6046
We got 99 donuts cause a bitch ate One,
Happy Birthday,

PHDG6045
Is is the important to remember the
begining can be anywhere along the way. -
Emily Beckett

PHDG6044
you only drink on two occasions:when it's
your birthday and when it's not. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG6043
Laugh as much as you breathe and love as
long as you live.-Ralph waldo Emerson
Happy Birthday.

PHDG6042
Young. Old. Just Words.   - George Burns
Happy Birthday.

PHDG6041
Shoot For the Moon. Even if you miss
you'll land Among The Stars. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY.

PHDG6040
gram-mar the difference between knowing
your shit and knowing you're shit.Helen
Dane HappyBirthday!

PHDG6039
Just Sittin' here on the corner of
Awesome& Bombdiggity.   Happy Birthday.
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PHDG6038
A recent study has found rhat women who
carry a little extra weight live longer than
the men who mention it.    Happy Birthday.

PHDG6037
IT'S Weird Not To Be Weird.
_ John Lennon    Happy Birthday.

PHDG6036
Forget The Glass Slippers, Us Princesses
wear running Shoes.    Happy Birthday

PHDG6035
Instead of '' Single" as a marital status I
prefer  "Independently Owned and
Operated.''   Happy Birthday

PHDG6034
Hurry up and take the damn photo, we
have to P. Happy Birthday.

PHDG6033
Happy Birthday you Sexy Swinger.

PHDG6008
The true beauty of a woman is reflected in
her soul. - Audrey Hepburn Happy Birthday

PHDG6007
From one fabulous bitch to another, Happy
Birthday.

PHDG6006
Happy Birthday. (I promise not to put you
in a home this year.)

PHDG6005
Happy Birthday to someone old enough to
go vintage shopping in their own closet.

PHDG6004
Mother Teresa didn't walk around
complaining about her thighs - she had shit
to do. -Sara Silverman Happy Birthday!

PHDG6003
It doesn't matter who likes us... We like us.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG6002
When you dance to your own rhythm, life
taps it's toes to your beat. Happy Birthday!

PHDG6001
Dear Karma, I have a list of people you've
missed. Happy Birthday!

PHDG6000
I wish birthday cake went straight to my
boobs.

PHDG5105
Here's to getting tipsy and talking crap
about other girls! Happy  Birthday
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PHDG5103
I don't know if you're  Superwoman but I've
never seen  Superwoman and you in the
same room... Happy Birthday

PHDG5102
YOU'RE FAST TALKING AND EASILY
ANNOYED... YOU'RE A TRUE NEW
YORKER.  HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PHDG5101
IF YOU HAVE CRAZY FRIENDS,
YOUHAVE EVERYTHING.HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

PHDG5100
CHILDHOOD IS LIKE BEING DRUNK,
EVERYONE REMEMBERS WHAT YOU
DID,EXCEPTYOU.HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

PHDG5099
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING AHEAD
OF THE GAME!

PHDG5098
ALWAYS CLASSY,NEVER TRASHY!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PHDG5097
TIME IS PRECIOUS.WASTE IT WISELY.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.

PHDG5096
JUST HAND OVER THE WINE AND
BODY GETS HURT!HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PHDG5095
ME?WEIRD?BITCH PLEASE,I'M LIMITED
EDITION.HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

PHDG5094
FACEBOOK IS LIKE JAIL,YOU SIT
AROUND,WASTE TIME,HAVE A PROFIL
PIC,WRITE ON WALLS AND GET POKED
BY GUYS YOU DON'T REALLY KNOW.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

PHDG5093
OF COURSE I'VE HAD ALL MY SHOTS...
RUM,VODKA,WHISKEY,AND TEQUILA!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PHDG5092
WE'LL ALWAYS BE FRIENDS BECAUSE
YOU MATCH MY LEVEL OF CRAZY!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.

PHDG5091
WE USE TO HOKEY POKEYTHEN WE
TURNED OURSELEVES AROUND...AND
THAT'S WHAT ALL ABOUT!HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

PHDG5090
WOMEN WHO DON'T WEAR
UNDERWEAR NEVER GET THEIR
PANTIES IN A BUNCH. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY.

PHDG5089
SOME PEOPLE CALL THEM DECADES-I
PREFER TO CALL
THEMMY"COLLECTED WORKS. "HAPPY
BIRTHADY.

PHDG5088
HERE I AM. NOW WHAT ARE YOUR
OTHER TWO WISHES? happy birthday!
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PHDG5087
There are exactly as many special
occasions in life as we chose to
celebrate…and today we celebrate you!
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5086
Go Wilde this birthday!

PHDG5085
Once in a while, right in the middle of an
ordinary life, love gives us a fairy tale.
Congratulations!

PHDG5084
Wishing you peace in this time of loss.
With Heartfelt Sympathy.

PHDG5083
Who lit the fuse on your tampon? Happy
Birthday!

PHDG5082
If women are bad at parking, it's only
because we are constantly lied to about
what 8 inches is. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5081
Women are from Paris, men are from New
Jersey. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5080
Too bad you don't live closer because
there are evil plots to be hatched and
twisted deeds to be done. Happy Birthday!

phdg5079
It's tough being this handsome and
humble. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5078
Life is all about finding people that are your
kind of crazy. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5077
All tragedies are finished by a death, all
comedies by a marriage. - Lord Byron
Congratulations!

PHDG5076
The business of life is the acquisition of
memories. In the end that's all there is. -
Mr. Carson, Downton Abbey   Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5075
Death leaves a heartache no one can heal.
Love leaves a memory no one can steal. -
Headstone in Ireland   With Deepest
Sympathy

PHDG5074
I don't know how to act my age. I have
never been this age before. Happy
Birthday!

PHDG5073
Behind every successful woman is herself.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5072
Talent hits a target no one else can hit:
Genius hits a target no one else can see.  -
Arthur Scopenhauer   Congratulations.
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PHDG5087
There are exactly as many special
occasions in life as we chose to
celebrate…and today we celebrate you!
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5086
Go Wilde this birthday!

PHDG5085
Once in a while, right in the middle of an
ordinary life, love gives us a fairy tale.
Congratulations!

PHDG5084
Wishing you peace in this time of loss.
With Heartfelt Sympathy.

PHDG5083
Who lit the fuse on your tampon? Happy
Birthday!

PHDG5082
If women are bad at parking, it's only
because we are constantly lied to about
what 8 inches is. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5081
Women are from Paris, men are from New
Jersey. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5080
Too bad you don't live closer because
there are evil plots to be hatched and
twisted deeds to be done. Happy Birthday!

phdg5079
It's tough being this handsome and
humble. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5078
Life is all about finding people that are your
kind of crazy. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5077
All tragedies are finished by a death, all
comedies by a marriage. - Lord Byron
Congratulations!

PHDG5076
The business of life is the acquisition of
memories. In the end that's all there is. -
Mr. Carson, Downton Abbey   Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5075
Death leaves a heartache no one can heal.
Love leaves a memory no one can steal. -
Headstone in Ireland   With Deepest
Sympathy

PHDG5074
I don't know how to act my age. I have
never been this age before. Happy
Birthday!

PHDG5073
Behind every successful woman is herself.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5072
Talent hits a target no one else can hit:
Genius hits a target no one else can see.  -
Arthur Scopenhauer   Congratulations.
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PHDG5071
Music is life. That's why hearts have beats.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5070
We don't suffer from insanity. We enjoy
every minute of it. Happy Birthday!

phdg5069
Lots of people want to ride with you in the
limo but what you want is someone who
will take the bus with you when the limo
breaks down. -Oprah  Happy Birthday!

PHDG5068
You're my favorite bitch to bitch about
bitches with. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5067
The glass can be half empty, or half full...
as long as there's Whiskey in it. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5066
I'm not hard to please...I just like things
done my way. Happy Birthday.

PHDG5065
Heard a whining noise when I drove my
car today. Took it to the mechanicand he
turned off the Taylor Swift cd. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5064
We may shuffle a bit slower, but we're still
playing with a full deck. Happy Birthday.

PHDG5063
We don't get drunk, we get awesome.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5062
You Drink too much, swear too much and
have questionable morals...you're
everything I've ever wanted in a friend.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5049
My Little dog, a little heartbeat at my feet. -
Edith Warthan    Happy Birthday.

PHDG5048
Live like someone left the gate open.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5047
Our family is tempermental. Half temper,
half mental. Happy Birthday.

PHDG5046
Properly trained, a man can be dogs best
friend. - Corey Ford Happy Birthday.

PHDG5045
We are not alcoholics. alcoholics go to
meetings. We are drunks, we go to bars.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5043
Sometimes on the way to dream you get
lost find a better one.Happy Birthday
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PHDG5042
I'll tell you the difference between a G-spot
an a golf ball...men will actually search for
a golf ball. Happy Birthday

PHDG5041
Cinderella is proof that a new pair of shoes
can change your life . Happy Birthday

PHDG5040
Great friends are hard to find, difficult to
leave, impossible to forget. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5039
It's so hard to forget someone who has
given you so much to remember. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5038
Fashion changes but style endures. - Coco
Chanel    Happy Birthday.

PHDG5037
News on street is that you rocked it!
Congratulations!

PHDG5036
Friendship is a single soul living in two
bodies. - Aristotle Happy Birthday.

PHDG5035
I don't do drugs, I am Drugs. - Salvador
Dali

PHDG5034
Being someone's first love may be great,
but being their last is beyond perfect.

PHDG5033
I don't have a personality problem, I just
have a personality you can't handle. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5023
Good Cooks Never Lack Friends! Happy
Birthday

PHDG5022
We'll be friends 'til we're old & senile... then
we'll be new friends! Happy Birthday.

PHDG5021
People will Stare, Make it Worth their
While. - Harry Winston      Happy Birthday.

PHDG5020
You gotta be tough to be in this family!
Happy Birthday

PHDG5019
You rule. Happy Birthday.

PHDG5018
I love how we don't even need to say out
loud that I'm your favorite.   Happy
Birthday.
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PHDG5017
ENJOY LIFE, there's plenty of time to be
dead.  Happy Birthday!

PHDG5016
I did the math. We can't afford the cat.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5015
If things get better with age, you are
approaching truly magnificent.  Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5014
This Birthday Don't Forget To Be
Awesome! Happy Birthday.

PHDG5013
One a month, women turn crazy for about
30 days. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5012
Good friends listen to your adventures.
Best friends take them with you. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG5011
You drink too much. The last time you
gave a urine sample it had an olive in it.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG5010
Some people don't respect age unless it's
bottled.   Happy Birthday.

PHDG5009
Ignorance is bliss and we know absolutely
nothing. Happy Birthday!

PHDG5008
How do you expect me to remember your
birthday,when you never look any older?
Happy Birthday.

PHDG5007
Happy girls are the prettiest. - Audrey
Hepburn Happy Birthday.

PHDG5006
I can't hold it any longer... Happy Birthday.

PHDG5005
Jeeves, please pull the car around. I Wish
To Chase IT. Happy Birthday.

phdg5004
She who finds a life long friend, finds
treasure!  Happy Birthday.

PHDG3325
Friendship isn't about whom you have
known the longest... It's about who never
left your side. Happy Birthday

PHDG3324
A friend is like a good seat...  Comfortable,
hard to find, and they always support your
ass! HAPPY BIRTHDAY.
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phdg3323
Sometimes the smallest things tete up the
most room in our heart. Happy Birthday

PHDG3322
You're kind of a big deal. Happy Birthday

PHDG3321
Congratulations on your new long term
investment!

PHDG3320
How are things on your end?

phdg3319
If it wasn't for dogs some people would
never go for a walk.

PHDG3318
The only normal people are the ones you
don't know well!!  Happy Birthday.

PHDG3317
BEST DAY EVER. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

PHDG3316
Anyone can be cool, but awesome takes
practice.  Happy Birthday

PHDG3315
WHAT WOULD I DO WITHOUT YOU?!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.

PHDG3314
Good friends don't let you do stupid
things...alone. Happy Birthday.

PHDG3313
God made us friends because he knew our
parents couldn't handle us as sisters.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG3312
Coffee. Chocolate. Men. Somethings are
just better rich. Happy Birthday!

PHDG3067
ALWAYS suspect the cat. Happy Birthday!

PHDG3052
Happy birthday to my favorite little royal
pain in the ass!

PHDG3051
Good girls go to heaven... I just need to get
to Louis Vuitton. Happy Birthday

PHDG3050
Hopes and dreams would only distract you
from my day job. Happy Birthday
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PHDG3049
There's you, and then there's everybody
else. Happy Birthday, You.

PHDG3048
Elephants never forget...Paris. Happy
Birthday

PHDG3047
Because puppies never have affairs with
co-workers. Happy Birthday

PHDG3046
I Google myself all the time. Happy
Birthday

PHDG3012
Some Like It Hot, Some Like It Cool, Some
Can't Resist A Tinkle In The Swimming
Pool! Happy Birthday

PHDG3011
To succeed in life, you need three things: a
wishbone, a backbone, and a funnybone.
Happy Birthday

PHDG 707
Be the kind of woman that when your feet
hit the floor each morning, the devil says "
Oh crap, She's up" Happy Birthday!

PHDG 706
Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your
balance you must keep moving. Happy
Birthday!

PHDG 705
Friends forever.

PHDG 704
I feel bad for girls who aren't friends with
us. Happy Birthday.

PHDG 703
You're somewhat useful at work but
irreplaceable at happy hour. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 702
Amish you!

PHDG 701
Men:Better seen than heard Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 700
I would hold in my farts for you. Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 659
It's not the quantity of your Facebook
friends, it's the quality. Happy Birthday!

PHDG 658
What happens at your birthday party, stays
at your birthday party. Happy Birthday!
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PHDG 656
Not tonight ladies. I'm just here to get
drunk. Happy Birthday

PHDG 655
Hopeless adventurous romantic seeks
filthy tart.  Happy Birthday to my perfect
match!

PHDG 654
Glad to know you can still get it up. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 653
Birthday Party rule #23: Don't let mom
smoke a joint before cutting the cake.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG 652
You've got legs and you know how to use
them! Happy Birthday

PHDG 651
Here's to life's craziest adventure.
Congratulations!

PHDG 650
Nothing fake about this birthday greeting.

PHDG 649
Anyone who says sunshine brings
happiness... has never danced in the rain!

PHDG 648
You are one birthday drink away from
being blond. Happy Birthday!

PHDG 647
Single moms rock! Happy Birthday

PHDG 646
You make such a pretty runaway bride.

PHDG 645
Here's to not wearing any underwear.
Happy Birthday

PHDG 644
You always look so chic!

PHDG 643
Exercising is good... Accessorizing is
better.

PHDG 642
Indulge your hearts with love. Happy
Anniversary

PHDG 641
There may not be a Heaven, but there is a
San Francisco.
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PHDG 639
In three words I can sum up everything I've
learned about life: it goes on.

PHDG 638
In order to be irreplaceable one always
must be different.

PHDG 637
Friendship is like peeing on yourself;
everyone can see it, but only you get the
warm feeling it brings.

PHDG 636
I can't get no satisfaction.

PHDG 635
Growing old is mandatory; growing up is
optional.

PHDG 634
Here's to life in the fast lane.

PHDG 633
Youthful beauty, smart and chic like lilacs,
lasts about a week. Happy Birthday

PHDG 632
Some of the greater things in life are
unseen.That's why you close your eyes
when you kiss, cry or dream.

PHDG 631
The best thing to hold onto in life is each
other .

PHDG 630
Drink the wild air....

PHDG 629
A journey is best measured in friends,
rather than miles.

PHDG 627
A cloudy day is no match for a sunny
disposition.

PHDG 626
Happy Birthday from your peeps.

PHDG 625
Love you to the moon and back.

PHDG 624
I don't drink or do drugs. At my age, I get
the same effect from standing up fast!

PHDG 623
America is my country and Paris is my
hometown.
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PHDG 622
I wish I had an ipad.

PHDG 621
Sieze the day!

PHDG 615
It takes a long time to become young.
Happy Birthday

PHDG 612
You're not hi-def and it takes a while for
you to warm up, but we still love you.
Happy Birthday

PHDG 611
It's been downhill ever since.

PHDG 609
Men may have created fire, but women
discovered the art of playing with it.

PHDG 607
You really don't know someone until you
love them.

PHDG 606
You're never too old to chase after your
dreams and I love chasing them with you.
Happy Anniversary

PHDG 605
My retirement plan involves a safety
deposit box, my pets and a pantry filled
with Trader Joes Two Buck Chuck.

PHDG 604
Go Gaga on your birthday.

PHDG 603
Happy Birthday to one of the few friends
whose birthday I can remember without a
facebook reminder!

PHDG 602
Inner beauty is great but lipstick and
makeup will take you further. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 601
Zooming in, I see happiness, mischief,
innocence, and youth. Happy Birthday

PHDG 600
Kiddo, you're the tops. Happy Birthday

PHDG 599
To hell with your inner child. Viva the outer
bitch. Happy Birthday

PHDG 597
May every jump bring you closer to your
dreams. Happy Birthday
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PHDG 596
We are women, hear us roar!

PHDG 595
It's remarkable how long we've tolerated
each other. Happy Birthday

PHDG 594
Determined to be wild and managed it well.
Happy Birthday!

PHDG 593
Happy Birthday to one of the coolest
chicks I know!

PHDG 592
We have to pee!

PHDG 591
We've been through a lot together and
most of it was your fault. Happy Birthday

PHDG 590
Birthdays are the wedgies of our lives.

PHDG 589
Approach love and cooking with reckless
abandon! (Dalai Lama) Happy Birthday

PHDG 587
Studies have shown that red wine is good
for the heart. To your health! Happy
Birthday

PHDG 585
I always thought you were adopted. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 583
Golf and sex are about the only things you
can enjoy without being good at.
Congratulations

PHDG 581
Marriages are made in heaven. (but so
again, are wind, thunder and lightning!)
Congratulations

PHDG 580
49% leading a godly life, 49% reverent, 2%
whimsy. Happy Birthday!

PHDG 576
Happy cake 'n candles day!

PHDG 575
To me, fair friend, you never can be old,
For as you were when first your eye I eyed
such seems your beauty still. William
Shakespeare. Happy Birthday

PHDG 573
Another year to shine, to dance, to grow, to
love, to live, to be unforgettable... happy
birthday
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PHDG 571
It's not whether you win or lose, but how
cool you look doing it.

PHDG 570
You might be messy, but you sure are
cute. Happy Birthday

PHDG 569
Supergirl! Happy Birthday

PHDG 568
Few women admit their age. Few men act
theirs. Happy Birthday !

PHDG 567
Good times, good friends, great wishes.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG 566
I hope your birthday is just like you;
unique ! Happy Birthday!

PHDG 565
Peace, love and happiness. Happy
Birhtday

PHDG 561
Stop the meters running, it's your birthday.

PHDG 560
Well behaved women rarely make history.
Happy Birthday

PHDG 557
As far as I'm concerned your game just
keeps getting better. Happy Birthday

PHDG 554
Old enough to know better young enough
not to give a rat's ass! Happy birthday

PHDG 553
You make every day special just being my
friend! Happy Birthday

PHDG 550
if you obey all the rules, you miss all the
fun. Katherine Hepburn

PHDG 549
I'm glad we met later in life. (I don't think
my mom would have let me play with you.)
Happy Birthday

PHDG 546
We're not old, we're retro. Happy Birthday

PHDG 543
Beers & cheers! On your birthday
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PHDG 542
Here's to the ladies who lunch! Happy
Birthday

PHDG 541
A wise man once said " Don't count your
years, make your years count" (or was it
beers?). Either way, Happy Birthday!

PHDG 535
Tsunami! or is that just your birthday
approaching?

PHDG 534
Luckily, however hard you try, you always
end up like your Mother. Happy Birthday
Mom

PHDG 532
Grow old along with me, the best is yet to
be. Happy Anniversary

PHDG 531
Best wishes for an over-the-top birthday

PHDG 526
We started out with nothing and still have
most of it left! Happy Anniversary

PHDG 525
Highly caffinated Birthday wishes!

PHDG 521
Maybe we don't always see eye to eye, but
we do have loads of fun together. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 517
Hope you're both just blown away by a
perfect wedding day. Congratulations on
your marriage!

PHDG 514
Where ever I am, when I'm with you, I'm
always a happy camper.

PHDG 513
May your day be totally perfect. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 511
It's your birthday... Time to get out the tu-
tus and tiaras.

PHDG 510
Bonjour! ...and Happy Birthday

PHDG 504
Let the good times roll! Happy Birthday

PHDG 501
We may be getting older but that doesn't
mean we have to act our age! Happy
Birthday
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PHDG 499
Happy Birthday from one multi-talented
babe to another.

PHDG 494
Happy Birthday from us brassy broads !

PHDG 493
Another birthday.You wear it well !

PHDG 490
Just hanging around waiting to celebrate
you.  Happy Birthday

PHDG 489
You may not be totally perfect, but parts of
you are excellent!  Happy Birthday

PHDG 488
– Instead of a birthday cake, can I offer
you a chilly dog?

PHDG 487
It’s a little behind but it’s straight from the
bottom of my heart…Happy Birthday !

PHDG 486
Happy Birthday!  I hope it’s the start of an
uplifting year.

PHDG 485
You totally rock! Happy Birthday

PHDG 484
I always thought your birthday suit was
your best suit.   Happy Birthday

PHDG 483
Here's to a great book, a box of
chocolates, and a big, comfy chair.  Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 482
It's your birthday, have a howling good
time!

PHDG 480
 At our age, the “Street Car Named Desire”
is “Out of Service.” Happy Birthday

PHDG 48
Happy Anniversary

PHDG 479
Another Birthday? It looks like you're just a
hop, skip and a jump from being old.

PHDG 476
One should always have old memories and
young hopes. Happy Birthday
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PHDG 472
Behind every successful man... is a very
surprised woman. Happy Birthday

PHDG 470
Exactly how much can we get away with
and still go to heaven? Happy Birthday

PHDG 466
Viva l'amour! Happy Birthday

PHDG 465
Forever

PHDG 463
The great thing about getting older is that it
requires so little effort! Happy Birthday

PHDG 456
You're a golden oldie! Happy Birthday

PHDG 451
High heels. The original Viagra. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 447
I write you with no new news. Men are still
pigs. Happy Birthday

PHDG 445
Birthdays are like boogers, the more you
have the harder it is to breathe. Happy
Birthday

PHDG 444
The great thing about getting older is that
you don't lose all the other ages you've
been. Happy Birthday

PHDG 441
High heels just don't work for me anymore.
Happy Birthday.

PHDG 436
Happy Birthday. Hope it's a yummy one.

PHDG 435
It's your birthday...a perfect excuse to take
me shopping!

PHDG 424
Dogs are not our whole life, but they make
our lives whole. Happy Birthday

PHDG 398
Another one down many more to go. Have
a Happy Birthday!

PHDG 395
Another candle on your cake? Well that's
not causeto pout. Just be glad you have
the strength to blow the damn things out!
Happy Birthday
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PHDG 392
Here's to living on the edge! Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 320
Like little hands, love grows.
Congratulations on your new baby.

PHDG 317
The weight is over... wishing you tons of
fun on your Birthday!

PHDG 233
Happy Birthday you old thing!

PHDG 222
Here's to you on your birthday!

PHDG 208
Congratulations on your wedding... and let
the fun begin!

PHDG 169
Congratulations on your new home! May it
be full of joy... along with the rest of your
stuff.

PHDG 115
With deepest sympathy.

PHDG 003
Thinking of you on your special day. Happy
Birthday
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PHDG 392
Here's to living on the edge! Happy
Birthday.

PHDG 320
Like little hands, love grows.
Congratulations on your new baby.

PHDG 317
The weight is over... wishing you tons of
fun on your Birthday!

PHDG 233
Happy Birthday you old thing!

PHDG 222
Here's to you on your birthday!

PHDG 208
Congratulations on your wedding... and let
the fun begin!

PHDG 169
Congratulations on your new home! May it
be full of joy... along with the rest of your
stuff.

PHDG 115
With deepest sympathy.

PHDG 003
Thinking of you on your special day. Happy
Birthday
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NEW EDG 8012
Salsa? Por favor. Happy Birthday

NEW EDG 8011
Age is irrelephant.
Happy Birthday!!

NEW EDG 8010
Look at you. Getting married and shit.

NEW EDG 8009
I can fart and walk away. What's your
superpower?

NEW EDG 8008
Another year left to prove "older" doesn't
necessarily mean "wiser".
Happy Birthday

NEW EDG 8007
Your my favorite person to be antisocial
with.
Happy Birthday

EDG 807
The more I see of men, the more I admire
dogs. Happy Birthday.
-Jeanne-Marie Roland

EDG 806
A good friend knows all your best stories.
A best friend has lived them with you.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 805
Get out the toolbox, we're about to get
hammered! Happy Birthday.

EDG 804
Hard work pays off in the future. Laziness
pays off now. Happy Birthday.

EDG 803
And I think to myself, what a wonderful
world.

EDG 802
Aside from the mood swings, age hasn't
changed you a bit. Happy Birthday.

EDG 801
Here's to more mid-life and less crisis.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 8006
I love you a ton.
Happy Birthday

EDG 8005
I licked it so it's mine.
Happy Birthday

EDG 8004
Why limit happy to an hour?
Happy Birthday
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EDG 8003
We enjoy our senior citizen discounts. We
deserve them.
Happy Birthday

EDG 8002
You're a flamingo in a flock of pigeons.
Happy Birthday

EDG 8001
Taking time out of my busy day to wish you
a Happy Birthday.

EDG 8000
According to this BMI chart...I'm too short.
Happy Birthday

EDG 800
I didn't know whether to text, tweet, chat,
or poke you...so I sent this card instead.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 7086
Happiness is nothing more than good health
and a bad memory. Happy Birthday

EDG 7085
Friendship multiplies the goodness in life.
Happy Birthday

EDG 7084
Life is short. Make every hair flip count. Happy
Birthday

EDG 7083
Yield to temptation. It may not pass your way
again. Happy Birthday

EDG 7082
Birthdays are like monkeys… unpredictable,
messy and always more fun with alcohol.

EDG 7081
See… the more gray hair you have the cuter
you look. Happy Birthday

EDG 7080
Happy Birthday you attention grabbing whore.

EDG 7079
Have you ever wondered why I've kept you
around for so long? You know too many of
my secrets! Happy Birthday

EDG 7078
We are like piñatas, but filled with wine and
broken dreams. Feliz Cumpleanos!

EDG 7077
Your'e not old...you're just ripe. Happy
Birthday

EDG 7076
On this day a queen was born! Happy
Birthday
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EDG 7075
You know what rhymes with birthday?
Alcohol.

EDG 7074
Sorry you didn't remind me it was your
birthday.

EDG 7073
You're a work of art. Not everyone will
understand you, but the ones who do, will
never forget about you. Happy Birthday

EDG 7072
Life's too short to wear boring accessories.
Happy Birthday

EDG 7071
My boss asked me to start the presentation
with a joke... so I put my pay-slip on the
first slide. Here's to equal pay on your
birthday!

EDG 7070
As you get older three things happen. The
first is your memory goes, and the other
two I can't remember. Happy Birthday

EDG 7056
I love you with all of my butt. I'd say heart
but my butt is bigger. Happy Birthday

EDG 7055
Happy Birthday. I'm only here for the food.

EDG 7054
Young Girl Dressed as Old Lady

Edg 7053
Before my morning coffee I might as well
be a dog. Happy Birthday

EDG 7052
A friend is like a good bra: Hard to find
Supportive  Comfortable Always lifts you
up Makes you look better and... Always
close to your heart

EDG 7051
What channel is the Netflix? Happy
Birthday

EDG 7050
Can I spend all 9 lives with you?

EDG 7045
Surround yourself with tacos, not
negativity. Happy Birthday!

EDG 7044
Exercise? I thought you said  Extra Fries!
Happy Birthday

EDG 7043
A room without books is like a body without
a soul. Happy Birthday
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EDG 7042
what would I do without you? Happy
Birthday

EDG 7036
sending you a warm hello and wishing your
day is a happy one!

EDG 7035
ALWAYS TAKE LIFE WITH A GRAIN OF
SALT PLUS A SLICE OF LIME… AND A
SHOT OF TEQUILA. Happy Birthday!

EDG 7034
When life gives you lemons… grab some
grapes, apples and oranges. Screw
lemonade, make a sangria. Drink up
&Happy Birthday!

EDG 7033
I love you like cats love boxes. Happy
Birthday

EDG 7032
That bitch Becky with the good hair wishes
you a Happy Birthday.

EDG 7031
My birthday wish for you: Netflix and chill.

EDG 7030
It's your birthday. Let shit go

EDG 7029
Life is short! smilie while you  still have
teeth. Happy Birthday

EDG 7028
I spend a lot of time holding the refrigerator
door open looking for answers. Happy
Birthday

EDG 7027
Another birthday and nothing to do… and
all day to do it.

EDG 7026
This birthday, act your shoe size not your
age.

EDG 7025
I love you a whole latte. Happy Birthday!

EDG 7022
What? It's your birthday? I thought we
were celebrating Cake Day.

EDG 7021
Being unique is better than being perfect.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 7020
I would have e-mailed you a birthday
greeting in the good old fashioned way but
preferred to try this new fangled thing
called snail mail.
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EDG 7019
We go together like Copy and Paste.
Happy Anniversary.

EDG 7018
Wishing you a fan-'stache-tic birthday.

EDG 7017
A good man can make you feel strong and
sexy and able to take on the world. (Oh
sorry, that's wine. Wine does that.) Happy
Birthday!

EDG 7016
Travel is the only thing you can buy that
makes you richer. Happy Birthday.

EDG 7015
It's your day, light up the night!

EDG 7014
I love you more than chew toys and that's
saying a lot. Happy Birthday

EDG 7013
Next to coffee you're my best friend in the
whole wide world. Happy Birthday.

EDG 7012
Birmingham Airport

EDG 7011
any day spent with you is my new favorite
day. SO TODAY IS MY FAVORITE DAY!
happy Birthday

EDG 7010
It's not about what you own, it's the
attitude. Happy Birthday.

EDG 7009
This birthday look in the mirror and remind
urself who got the juice.

EDG 7008
Congratulations! You made it out of bed on
your Birthday!

EDG 7007
If you lick the frosting off a cupcake it
becomes a muffin and muffins are healthy.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 7006
WIne improves with age. We improve with
wine. Happy Birthday.

EDG 7005
Some of the most wonderful people are the
ones who don't fit into boxes. Happy
Birthday!

EDG 7004
I'm so happy you are my significant otter.
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EDG 7003
Happy Birthday to someone old enough to
still have a Blockbuster card in their wallet.

EDG 7002
The years sure whiz by. Happy Birthday!

EDG 7001
Don't forget to play. Happy Birthday.

EDG 7000
Another year older? Talk to the butt cause'
the ears ain't listening. Happy Birthday!

EDG 585
Congratulations on your beautiful new
baby girl

EDG 584
Wishing you both all the simple joys that
make spending a lifetime together simply
beautiful.

EDG 582
Celebrating the life you're beginning
together and wishing you every happiness.

EDG 559
Happy Birthday stud muffin

EDG 556
Wild thing, you make my heart sing. You
make everything groovy. Happy Birthday.

EDG 529
Love doesn't make the world go 'round.
Love is what makes the ride worthwhile.
Congratulations.

EDG 528
Best wishes for a day and year filled with
happiness. Happy Birthday

EDG 524
Thanks a bunch!

EDG 522
In life, it's not where you go, its who you
travel with.Happy Birthday

EDG 519
Time spent with you is my idea of purr-
fection. Happy Birthday

EDG 517
To have and to hold. Congratulations!

EDG 514
Here's to soaring where others merely
waddle. Happy Birthday
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EDG 512
A little pitchy dude. Happy Birthday.

EDG 511
Happy Birthday Stud.

EDG 509
Remember when you were just a cute little
seedling! Happy Birthday.

EDG 5076
Macaca Nigra - Self Portrait

EDG 5075
GOOD GIRLS ARE JUST BAD GIRLS
THAT NEVER GOT CAUGHT. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

EDG 5074
YOU LEFT ME UP WHER I BELONG.
THANK YOU.

EDG 5073
THE GRASS ISN'T GREENER ON THE
OTHER SIDE THE GRASS IS GREENER
WERE YOU WATER IT THANKS FOR
ALL THAT YOU DO.

EDG 5072
CHILLAX, IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY

EDG 5071
9 OUT OF 10 IN MY HEAD AGREE THAT
I'M NOT JUST CRAZY, BUT IT REALLY
IS YOUR  10TH 30TH BIRTHDAY!

EDG 507
Happy Birthday. May you reach new
heights today and throughout the year.

EDG 5069
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

EDG 5068
BITCH,PLEASE.

EDG 5067
I'M SO ASHAMED I MISSED YOUR
BIRTHDAY.

EDG 5066
WEIRD IS A SIDE SFFECT OF
AWESOME. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

EDG 5065
NAMASTE BITCHES.

EDG 5064
Even the Sun basks in the warmth of you.
Happy Birthday!
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EDG 5063
None of my Lululemon yoga pants have
ever been to yoga. Happy Birthday!

EDG 5062
Life isn't a fairytale. If you lose your shoe at
midnight you might want to slow down on
the tequila. Happy Birthday!

EDG 5061
May beautiful memories live in your heart
forever. With Deepest Sympathy.

EDG 5060
The most beautiful view is the one I share
with you. Happy Anniversary.

EDG 506
Hope you have a sun-in-your-face, wind-in-
your-hair kind of birthday

EDG 5059
Lead me not into temptation; I can find the
way myself! Happy Birthday!

EDG 5058
Every living thing on this planet is a backup
dancer for Beyonce. Happy Birthday!

EDG 5057
The longer I live the more beautiful life
becomes. - Frank Lloyd Wright   Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5056
Start the day with a smile... it irritates
people. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5055
Happy Birthday to my favorite partner in
crime.

EDG 5054
I love you not only for who you are but for
what I am when I'm with you. Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5053
You and I are more than friends. We're like
a really small gang. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5052
I found the Vodka...it was hiding in the
orange juice. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5045
Happy Birthday

EDG 5044
Happy Birthday!

EDG 5043
Owl always love you. Happy Birthday.
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EDG 5042
Accept that in life, some days you are the
pigeon and some days you are the statue.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5041
I can't remember if I am the good sister or
the evil one. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5040
From one highly evolved creature to
another, Happy Birthday.

EDG 504
This birthday smile is so big, it kind of
scares people.

EDG 5039
T Rex's are only angry because  their arms
are too short to hug  one another. Happy
Birthday!

EDG 5038
I am fairly certain that given a cape you
could save the world. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5037
As long as you know men are ridiculous,
you know everything. - Whoopi Goldberg
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5036
I keep hitting "Escape" but I'm still here.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5034
I hope you appreciate this birthday card
more than your other friends tacky birthday
texts. Happy Birthday

EDG 5033
May you live long enough to be baffled by
the technology people use to wish you a
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5030
Let's unplug everything and connect.

EDG 5029
When I was a teenager sexting was typing
58008 in a calculator and turning it upside
down.    Happy Birthday.

EDG 5028
I was going to send you an e-card but I
know your generation is tech challenged;-)
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5027
You're only as old as your meticulously
chosen and outdated Facebook profile
photo suggests.      Happy Birthday.

EDG 5026
Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius,
and it's better to be absolutely ridiculous
than absolutely boring. - Marilyn Monroe

EDG 5025
Always make them wonder why you are
smiling. Happy Birthday.
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EDG 5024
I don't know Karate,but I do know crazy
and I'm not afraid to use it. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5023
I meant to behave but there were too many
other options. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5022
May you enjoy your birthday as much as
your dog enjoys everything! Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5021
I challenge you to find a more loyal pet on
which to blame your farts. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5020
All you need is love. But a little chocolate
now and then dosen't hurt.      Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5019
You know you're getting older when your
childhood toys are now antiques &
Collectibles! Happy Birthday.

EDG 5018
Here's to our childhoods, when the hardest
decision was picking a crayon. Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5017
No one looks back on their life and
remembers when they got plenty of sleep
on their birthday.

EDG 5016
Imagine meeting someone who
understood even the dustiest corners of
your mixed-up soul!

EDG 5015
My book club only reads wine labels.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5014
Birthdays are all fun and games until
somebody ends up in a cone. Happy
Birthday!

EDG 5013
Hand wash with like colors only! Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5012
Draw me like one of your French girls.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5011
You are ridiculously adorable. Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5010
We were told these wristbands were for
cancer awareness. Happy Birthday!

EDG 5009
Why couldn't you just have Kids? Why?
Happy Birthday
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EDG 5008
Young enough to drunk dial, old enough to
know better. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5007
If you wanted the ball, why did you throw
it?  Happy Birthday.

EDG 5006
Love ya, mean it.  Happy Birthday.

EDG 5005
The Wild called. I let it go to voicemail.
Happy Birthday.

EDG 5003
Life with you is the best ride ever!  Happy
Birthday.

EDG 5002
Like a mixtape, you might be old school
but your awesome groove is still
undeniable! Happy Birthday.

EDG 5001
I regret nothing. Happy Birthday.

EDG 5000
I've never worked with that cat in
accounting but he usually has great candy
in that sandbox under his desk. Happy
Birthday.

EDG 486
Congratulations on your precious new
arrival.

EDG 471
Congratulations! and get ready for the
pitter-patter of little feet!

EDG 467
Congratulations!

EDG 459
Congratulations on your wedding.

EDG 454
Congratulations on your cuddly bundle of
cuteness!

EDG 453
Congratulations on your new baby. Let the
cuddles begin.

EDG 445
Happy Birthday to you and many sweet
wishes too.

EDG 443
Candy, Cake, Ice Cream... Sweeeeeeet!
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EDG 442
Friends forever in sunshine and shade.
Happy Birthday

EDG 417
Therapy is expensive. Bubble wrap is
cheap.  Happy Birthday

EDG 413
Nobody's perfect until you fall in love with
them.  Happy Anniversary

EDG 408
It's your Birthday. Let your cares drift out to
sea.

EDG 406
May this year transcend all others! Happy
Birthday.

EDG 405
Does this dog make me look fat? Happy
birthday

EDG 403
We've gone from hanging with the hip
crowd to hanging with the hip replacement
crowd. Happy Birthday

EDG 402
A little bit princess, a little bit punk. Totally
awesome. Happy Birthday

EDG 400
You're my sweet little monkey. Happy
Birthday

EDG 399
An observation from where I sit: Olives are
a big waste of space. Happy Birthday

EDG 394
Happy Birthday cupcake. You never
looked sweeter.

EDG 393
Heaven is under our feet as well as over
our heads - Thoreau - Congratulations

EDG 389
You make music take flight, Happy
Birthday

EDG 382
You make passive/aggressive so adorable!
Happy Birthday

EDG 381
Happily ever after begins today.
Congratulations

EDG 377
Happy Birthday. Hope you get lucky!
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EDG 375
I never touch liquor...I stick to drinks with
straws! Happy Birthday

EDG 370
On a royal birthday every house must fly a
flag, or the owner would be dragged to a
police station and be fined twenty-five
rubles. Have a royal birthday!

EDG 369
Cupcakes remind me of you, minus the
cupcake, minus the wrapper. Happy
birthday

EDG 368
May you always get the flavor you're
hoping for. Happy Birthday

EDG 365
To love and be loved is to feel the sun from
both sides. HAPPY BIRTHDAY

EDG 364
I think I could fall madly in bed with you.
Happy Birthday

EDG 348
You've touched my heart and a few other
good spots. Happy Birthday

EDG 330
P-A-R-T-Y It's your birthday.

EDG 327
Warm wishes for a happy birthday.

EDG 319
One candle gets you one birthday wish
many candles still gets you one birthday
wish. Why clutter the cake?

EDG 3073
Happy Birthday to a tighty whities kind of
guy.

EDG 3072
Buddies for life! Happy Birthday

EDG 3071
Happy Birthday to someone with a lot of
baggage!

EDG 3070
Happy Birthday from a couple of potheads.

EDG 294
Happy Birthday Darling...Hope your day is
simply moo-velous!

EDG 2895
Someday my prince will come. Until then,
I'll have an ongoing thing with my spin
cycle. Happy Birthday
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EDG 2894
Happy anniversary of your 29th birthday.

EDG 2893
You may be "Master of the Universe" bur
your dog is the master of you! Happy
Birthday

EDG 2892
May you live to be so old that your driving
terrifies people. Happy Birthday

EDG 2891
Her car's fuel effeciency was rendered
meaningless by the size of her ass. Happy
Birthday

EDG 2889
Happy Birthday Badass

EDG 2888
The secret of staying young is to live
honestly, exercise, and lie about your age.
Happy Birthday

EDG 2887
The older I get, the more everyone can
kiss my ass. Happy Birthday!

EDG 2886
As my best friend, you're even more
dependable than alcohol. Happy Birthday

EDG 287
Birthday Colada: 2 oz Dark Rum, 2 oz
Cream of Coconut, 4 oz Pineapple Juice, 6
Ice Cubes. Throw it all in a blender, add a
paper umbrella and enjoy your Birthday!

EDG 235
To a long life and a merry one. A quick
death and an easy one. A pretty girl and an
honest one. A cold beer and another one!
Happy Birthday

EDG 056
Aged to perfection. Happy Birthday.
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Greeted Cards

ENG 049
What's up chicken butt? Happy Birthday

ENG 047
let's not age...let's just marinate. Happy
Birthday

ENG 045
wineaux: wine lover who uses a glass.
Happy birthday

ENG 044
It's your birthday, don't make me spank
you! (no, seriously, don't make me)

ENG 043
Your Future Is So Bright I Gotta wear
Shades. Happy Birthday

ENG 042
Baby Boomers Rock! Happy Birthday

ENG 041
True beauty comes from within...from
within bottles, jars, compacts and tubes.
Happy Birthday!

ENG 040
;) happy birthday

ENG 037
Over the hill is the new "Prime of your life"!
Happy Birthday

ENG 034
Both you and wine improve with age... the
more you age, the more we love you.
Happy Birthday
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Greeted Cards

CDG 923
Wishing you birthday cheer wherever you
are!

CDG 921
Fasten your seat belts for a fun birthday
ride!

CDG 919
Sure hope your birthday is filled with
friends and adventure!

CDG 910
If you are not Wonder Woman, you
certainly play one in real life.

CDG 908
Let's live in style, let's play for a while, let's
always be forever young!

CDG 906
Girls just want to have... cake!

CDG 903
Friendship is being stupid together. Happy
birthday!

CDG 896
Whoever said money can't buy happiness
didn't know where to shop. Happy
Birthday!

CDG 894
Big Surprise to one of my favorite people in
the world.

CDG 881
Dessert is proof that God loves us and
wants to see us happy!

CDG 880
Hope your Birthday blossoms with
happiness.

CDG 879
Today is for celebrating the unique,
creative, intelligent & talented person you
are!

CDG 876
Colorful Birthday Wishes!

CDG 869
Every dog has its day!

CDG 867
You are unrepeatable. There is a magic
about you that is all your own.

CDG 865
Evermore, Thank You.
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Greeted Cards

CDG 864
You're not old, you just need some WD-40.
Happy Birthday.

CDG 863
You are the sum of a unique equation.

CDG 860
Congratulations

CDG 859
Smile! Happy Birthday

CDG 857
The most I can do for my friend is simply to
be a friend. Thinking of you.

CDG 854
With sympathy on your loss.

CDG 853
The truest harvest of my life is intangible-a
little star dust caught,a portion of the
rainbow I have clutched.

CDG 849
Just wanted you to know you're in my
thoughts.

CDG 848
If there is anything that I can do, please
know that I'm here for you.

CDG 847
Your thoughtfulness is greatly appreciated.
Thank you!

CDG 840
My friends have made the story of my life.

CDG 836
I prefer sending my birthday tweets the
old-fashioned way.

CDG 833
All your friends large & small hope your
birthday is a ball!

CDG 827
A little birdie told me it was your birthday!

CDG 826
Happy birthday you beast you!

CDG 820
Thank you for making my life more colorful.
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Greeted Cards

CDG 779
Sending Love & Birthday Wishes.

CDG 5600
Sorry cats, I can't hear you from space.
Happy Birthday

CDG 5289
You suck at aging. Happy Birthday

CDG 5288
Remember: Age gets better with wine.
Happy Birthday

CDG 5287
Every-time you wear black a unicorn dies.
Happy Birthday

CDG 5286
You know you are getting older when
"happy hour" is a nap. Happy Birthday

CDG 5285
Have a top-shelf kind of birthday!

CDG 5270
Everything Has Beauty - Confucius

CDG 5269
I will never use eHarmony again. Happy
Birthday

CDG 5268
To hell with social media, you're cool in
real life. Happy Birthday

CDG 5108
I do not want to read books, I want to climb
inside them to live. - Anonymous Happy
Birthday

CDG 5107
Happy Birthday you Lucky Dog!

CDG 5106
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 29, RIGHT?

CDG 5105
May Your Day Be Filled  with the Warm
Sunshine of Love and the Bright Colors of
Laughter

CDG 5104
Blacking out on your birthday is just your
brain clearing it's browser history.

CDG 5092
The things we truly love stay with us
always, locked in our hearts as long as life
remains. - Josephine Baker
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Greeted Cards

CDG 5091
We all can't be queen...someone has to
bow as you go by. Happy Birthday

CDG 5010
Stay Cool It's your Birthday!!!!!

CDG 5009
Always be Yourself Unless you you can be
Batman. Happy Batday

CDG 5006
Happy Birthday from your Support Group!

CDG 5005
Texting is a Brilliant way to
miscommunicate how you feel, and
misinterpret what people mean.     Happy
Birthday.

CDG 5004
Happy Beyday!

CDG 5003
If you were an Octopus... I'd Grow Eight
arms to hold you.     Happy Birthday:)

CDG 5002
Damn, the Birthday Balloon i bought you
escaped

CDG 5001
Happy Birthday!

CDG 5000
Uncorking a bottle of champagne is your
version of blowing out the candles! Happy
Birthday

CDG 4050
Don't want to brag but... I can still fit into
the earrings I wore in high school! Happy
Birthday

CDG 4049
If I was a fine wine you couldn't afford me.
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4048
You're aging like a fine wine…you're
getting complex and fruity. Happy Birthday!

CDG 4047
When someone you love becomes a
memory, the memory becomes a treasure.
With deepest Sympathy

CDG 4046
I'm 99% sure that you are a Disney
Princess. Happy Birthday!

CDG 4045
Happy Birthday!
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Greeted Cards

CDG 4044
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4043
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4042
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4041
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4040
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4039
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4038
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4037
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4036
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4035
Happy Birthday!

CDG 4034
Happy Birthday!

CDG 271
The touch of your hand still makes my
heart beat faster. Happy Anniversary
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Greeted Cards

CDEG 956
Always remember your brilliance! Happy
Birthday.

CDEG 941
Gratitude is the fairest blossom.

CDEG 933
No act of Kindness, no matter how small is
ever wasted. -Aesop

CDEG 907
Love Conquers all.

CDEG 728
Gratitude is the heart's memory. Thank you
very much.

CDEG 709
Follow your compass, not your watch.

CDEG 41
Happy Anniversary

CDEG 330
Thinking of you... Happy Birthday!

- 45 -

PRODUCT PRODUCT	  DESCRIPTION ORDER	  QTY WHOLESALE MSRP COMMENTS

Regular	  Greeting	  Cards	  
(PHDG,ENG,EDG,CDG,	  

RSDG,MFA)
Dozen

All	  Greeted	  Cards	  
are	  available	  blank	  
at	  the	  same	  price.

Square	  Cards	  (CDEG	  &	  
CPCD) Dozen Size	  6.25"	  x	  6.25"

Blank	  Note	  Cards
Regular	  Blank	  Cards	  
(PHD,ED,CD,CDG,

RSDG,MFA)
Dozen $1.75	  each $3.50 Blank

Large	  Oversized	  
Postcards	  (CPG,PHG)

Dozen $1.00	  each $2.00 8.25"	  x	  5.9375"	  

Regular	  Postcards	  
(CP,PH,PHC)

Dozen $0.50	  each $1.00 5.75"	  x	  4.125"

Fold	  'N	  Please	  (N) Dozen $1.125	  each $2.25 4.25"	  x	  9.5625"

Remembrance	  Calendar	  
Shrink	  Wrapped	  (RC) Half	  Dozen $7.50	  each	   $15.00 3.5"	  x	  	  8.5"

Remembrance	  Calendar	  
in	  Box	  (RCB)

Half	  Dozen $10.00	  each	   $20.00 4.75"	  x	  12.5"

MFA	  Address	  
Book

Address Book	  (ADD) Half	  Dozen $12.00	  each	   $24.00

Thank	  You	  Boxes	  (RTY) Half	  Dozen $5.00	  per	  box $10.00

10	  Thank	  You	  
cards	  &	  envelopes	  
in	  acetate	  box	  
(5.5"	  x	  4.125")	  

Blank	  Note	  Card	  Boxes	  
(LW) Half	  Dozen $8.50	  per	  box $17.00

20	  Note	  Cards/21	  
Envelopes.	  5

different	  cards	  (4	  
of	  each	  style).	  
5.375"	  x	  7.125"

Deluxe	  Note	  Card	  Set	  
(LG) Half	  Dozen $12.50	  per	  box $25.00

40	  Note	  Card/40	  
Envelopes.	  8

different	  cards	  (5	  
of	  each	  style).	  
7.375"	  x	  10.75"

Wall	  Stickers	  (HOST)	   6	  Per	  Style $15.00	  each	   $30.00 Made	  of	  Paper	  
Wall	  Stickers	  (HOST	  XL) 6	  Per	  Style $20.00	  each $40.00 Made	  of	  Paper	  
Water	  Resistant	  Stickers	  

(HOSE)
6	  Per	  Style $7.50	  each $15.00 Coated	  Paper

Water	  Resistant	  
Chalkboard	  Stickers	  

(HOSE)
6	  Per	  Style $9.00	  each $18.00

For	  Use	  with	  chalk	  
or	  chalk	  pen.

Window	  Stickers	  (HOWI) 6	  Per	  Style $7.50	  each $15.00 Electrostatic	  Cling
Large	  Window	  Stickers	  

(HOWI)	  
6	  Per	  Style $12.50	  each $25.00 Electrostatic	  Cling

Transfer	  Text	  (TT) 6	  Per	  Style $10.00	  each $20.00 Wall	  Transfer
Art	  Transfer	  (HART)	   6	  Per	  Style $25.00	  each $50.00 Wall	  Transfer

Greeted	  Cards

Postcards

Remembrance	  
Calendars

Boxed	  Card	  Sets

Wall	  Transfers

Homestickers

PRICINGPRICING:
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Product/SKU Description Wholesale Stein Mart 
Price MSRP

Black and White Cards
[PHD(G)]

Color Photography Cards
[ED(G)]

Greeted Note Cards $1.50 each $1.15 each $3.00 each

Retrospect Group will provide each Stein Mart location with the following:  

• 42 Pocket Floor Spinner at no additional charge
• 42 Popular Note Card Styles: Each card comes individually cello-sleeved and has it’s own assigned UPC Bar Code

 - 28 Black/White Vintage Photo Note Card Styles & 14 Color Photography Note Card Styles (16 Vertical Cards, 24 Horizontal   
 Cards)

Initial Order: Minimum 1 Dozen per card style

After Initial Order: Minimum of 6 cards per style

• Card replenishment will automatically happen once a quarter (or more upon request)

 

Note: Floor 
Spinner available 
in white or black.

Card Style Examples: 

PHD(G) 3325 - Friendship isn’t about whom 
you have know the longest... it’s about who 

never left your side. Happy Birthday.

PHD(G) 707 - Be the kind of 
woman that when your feet hit 

the floor each morning, the devil 
says “Oh crap, She’s up.”

 Happy Birthday

PHD(G) 704 - I feel bad for girls 
who aren’t friends with us.

 Happy Birthday

ED(G) 5015-  My book club 
only reads wine labels. Happy 

Birthday.

ED(G) 5023- I meant to behave but there 
were too many other options.  

Happy Birthday.

ED(G) 5026 -  Imperfection is 
beauty, madness is genius, and 

it’s better to be absolutely
 ridiculous than absolutely 
boring.  - Marilyn Monroe

Retrospect Group
68 Morgan Avenue
Danbury, CT 06810

P:800-345-1383

PHD(G) 5037 - News on the street is that you 
rocked it. Congratulations!

RETROSPECT

Pricing: 

42 Card Styles x 12 Cards per Style = 504 Cards Total           Cost of Floor Spinner per Store: $75.00

Wholesale Price Breakdown per Store:  504 x $1.50 each = $756.00 + $75.00 Spinner = $831.00

Stein Mart’s Price Breakdown per Store:  504 x $1.15 each = $579.60 + Free Spinner = $579.60

Proposal: Initial Purchase Order Date: November 15, 2013 - Delivery Date: January 1, 2014

Free Standing Wooden Displays:
1 Sided or 2 Sided Available

2’ or 4’ Wide

Counter Displays 
& Floor Spinners 

Available for 
Greeted/Blank Cards

RETROSPECT

Choose From: 
12 Pocket
16 Pocket
24 Pocket 
72 Pocket

Floor 
Spinner

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR DETAILS: 800-345-1383





SALES ORDER
NOUVELLESIMAGES U.S.A. • 68 Morgan Ave. • Danbury, CT 06810
Tel: 1.800.345.1383 • Fax: 800.525.5969 • www.nouvellesimagesusa.com

Bill To:

PO# Customer Name Customer Phone Customer Email

Sold Date

Special Instructions

Quantity Description Unit Price Sub Total

Ship Date Cancel Date Terms Ship Via Substitutions Backorders � Reorder
� New Acc.
� Credit Att.

� Yes
� No

� Yes
� No

� Prepaid
� Net 30

Ship To:

Total

68 Morgan Avenue
Danbury, CT 06810
T: 1 800 345 1383
F: 1 800 525 5969

www.RetrospectGroup.com

SALES ORDER





The Retrospect Group
68 Morgan Avenue
Danbury, CT 06810

T: 1.800.345.1383
Fax: 1.800.525.5969

www.retrospectgroup.com
customerservice@retrospectgroup.com
Sales: jennifer@retrospectgroup.com

THE 

RETROSPECT 
GROUP

Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/retrospectgroup

Follow us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/RetrospectGroup


